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What Edmunds Says Pros. February edited April in Pontiac. First let me say ANY help given will
be much appreciated. My father has asked me to help him sell his be-loved "grey ghost", a
Pontiac Brougham. Truthfully, I've not had much opporunity this week to research this
thouroughly, however I'm hoping one of you knowledgable individuals can help. Now I know
that certain segments of the market are devoted to cars of this nature, but I Ain't so alow as to
think the previously stated figure is average!!! Any help on pricing the vehicle fairly and
accurately. Any suggestions. February About 2 years ago, I found a Bonneville sedan with a
Buick I had seen the car sitting in the same spot for ages, so one day while I was driving by, I
saw some people in the yard and asked them if they'd be interested in selling it. Actually, they
were about to donate it for a tax write-off. The gentleman that owned it let me take it out for a
drive, and for a car that was about to be just written off, it was still in pretty good shape. I think
it had about , miles on it. It was also a base model The headliner had come loose, a common
problem with one-piece headliners, then and now. The ones in the current cars will do it, too,
just give them time. But he cut it apart and glued it back together, so it looked pretty nasty. We
never did actually talk price, and I don't know what he was writing it off for, but I passed on it
because I just don't trust Buick engines from that era. As for your father's '79, if it's in excellent
condition, fully loaded, and has the biggest engine, like a Pontiac or Olds , it might fetch a few

thousand if you could find someone that really appreciated a car like that. A lot of people still
have bad memories of the 70's and 80's, and it reflects with the desireability of the cars from
that era. Personally, I think they were cool I mean, I hope you get it, but it's unlikely. I assure
you this pricing is accurate. I can visualize that scene. Ah, okay, I see what you mean Too bad
he didn't take that offer and run like a thief in the night before the wife found out. New interior
and paint?? That alone scares me. Earl Scheib? My apologies if you're both teetotalers. For
some reason, my twisted mind translated that into "Interior and paint like new". I could actually
see the paint fading if it was a metallic job and spent much time outside. My mom's Malibu's
light blue paint was faded on the top surfaces by the time I got it 7 years later. Grandma's dark
grey 85 LeSabre spent most of its earlier years being garaged, but by the early 90's it was
relegated to outside, and now its hood paint is terribly faded. As for interiors, though, maybe he
meant it was good as new. I remember my Malibu, by the time I got rid of it in , only had one
small tear in the passenger door vinyl, plus the usual headliner droop and dashboard cracks.
The LeSabre's headliner is now just starting to let go, at , miles, and except for some slightly
worn carpeting, clean it up and it would look good as new. I never fully understood the pricing
adjustments for the engine options in those kind of price guides. It's just that to my way of
thinking, the Pontiac would actually be a liability to that car. Firstly, hp isn't a whole lot of power
to move a car of that weight. My '85 LeSabre only has hp, so I know! But I think the Olds may
put out a bit more torque than the Pontiac , and by '85 the B-bodies were about lb lighter than
the models. Secondly, the was not known for reliability. I think the hp is actually a Buick engine,
while the hp is a Pontiac unit. When I looked at that '79 Bonneville a few summers back, I
remember it had a Buick , and that's the main reason I balked. I just wanted a Pontiac I'd heard
that the Pontiac and Olds smallblocks were sturdier than the Chevy and Buick units back then.
So to my line of thinking, a Buick or Pontiac should be worth more than a Then we have the
Olds I'd be willing to pay a premium to get a I thought the Pontiac was still available at this time,
too over a , while I wouldn't even consider a If you look up the value of, say, a Dodge Dart
hardtop, with both a and a , you won't find much of a price difference. Drive both, though, and
there's a world of difference. I had a '69 GT , and currently have a '68 , and can vouch for the
difference! Of course, a , , , or would also make a huge difference in performance over a , too! I
don't think on a Pontiac the engine sizes are going to make very much difference, as they would
in the "muscle car" era. A '79 Pontiac is just a nice used car, there's no collectibility factor to
complicate things. You just shine it up and take the first reasonable cash offer. March This one I
just have to write in on. Any true auto afficianado just needs to look at the 2 door bonneville
from and view its body style with reminiscent fender skirts and beautiful full tail lights and
handsome toothed grille. This was a car a young man could be proud of and be certain it
reflected his good taste. These cars also had awesome interiors in the pillowed brougham
version and full complement gauges. Just because it was produced while you while in your
twentys does not mean its not not a throwback of style to the tri powered bonnevilles of the
sixties. Oh sure it never had that kind of power but with a engine and trans and posi-trac rear
this was a gorgeous cruiser with nice highway power. I had a white bonny coupe with this
driveline and a white half landau top and tan camel colored velour interior plus a power
moonroof. If you know the car then you know this was and still would be a traffic stopper
compared to the bar of soap looking cars they offer us today. By the way I have never owned
another Pontiac car,not beacuse the bonny was bad but because these types of cars that one
lusted for just faded away. The big Olds delta 88 and the Buick Lesabre wer made until but with
computer controlled engines they were not as reliable or raw powered as the olds motor in the
bonny. The Caddy Coupe was a nice car too. Look at a new bar of soap looking GM car. There is
no passion here,just makes you want to go shower. Well, no denying it's a nice ride, but it's
already had 22 years to start becoming collectible, and there are no signs yet that there's a
whole lot of interest out there. I wouldn't count on it anyway. These are cars you buy cheap
now, enjoy and use up, IMO. It's not a car that needs to be preserved for history, I don't think.
My favorite big Pontiacs from the 70's are the LeMans base model preferred , and the ' full-size
'77 Catalina preferred. However, after the first gas crisis knocked down big-car sales, the
Pontiac to have was the Grand Prix. When GM's big cars were downsized for '77, the more
luxurious models, for the first time, outsold the more basic models. For example, the Caprice
outsold the Impala, and the Bonneville outsold the Catalina. This probably triggered a slow
beginning-of-the-end for the low-line models Catalina after '81 and Impala after '85 , as it
became more and more obvious that the automakers didn't need 2 and sometimes 3 full-size car
lines under each nameplate. However, Pontiac didn't come through the '77 downsizing as
successfully as the other GM divisions. Part of the problem was that the Caprice was much
more heavily marketed than before, and cut more into Pontiac territory, and the Delta 88 of the
time was also a very strong seller. It just seemed like Pontiac was losing its magic. It wasn't for

lack of trying, though And the best Bonneville Broughams were trimmed much more
extravagantly than the top-line Caprices. In fact, most of the upper-level Bonnevilles from the
era I've seen have been decked out more like Electras and Ninety-Eights. I also like the fact that
you could get a full-gauge package in the Pontiacs. The Pontiacs looked like they were
designed for full gauges, and I think I've seen more of them with full gauges than idiot lights. As
I've seen Mr. The big Pontiacs really weren't that popular when they were new. But while they
were oveshadowed by their GM brethren, they usually outsold competing Mercury Grand
Marquis, Chrysler Newport, and what few full-size Dodges and Plymouths were left by the ' era
by a wide margin. There's probably too many of them still around though, for them to become
truly collectible. Looking online and in Hemmings, you could be forgiven for thinking that all
Pontiac built in the late s were Firebirds and Trans Ams. Believe it or not, Pontiac really did offer
a full lineup of vehicles, including their bread-and-butter offerings, the Catalina and Bonneville.
My personal favorite is the Bonneville, as my dad had one when I was born. In late or early , his
office bought three brand new Pontiacs from Horst-Zimmerman Pontiac-Cadillac for the
investigators to use: blue and brown Bonneville sedans and a silver Catalina sedan. Dad got the
brown one. It replaced the silver-blue Monte Carlo he had been using. He did occasionally drive
the silver Catalina no vinyl roof, red interior and the blue Bonneville I have no memory of that
one , but the beige over brown Bonneville was his. It had a beige vinyl roof and beige cloth
interior, with the standard full wheel covers. My first car memory was riding in the back seat of
the Bonneville while going through the car wash at a Shell station with my dad. This was back
when car washes actually had brushes, so it was a while ago. The photo above, although a
Canadian-market Parisienne, is very close to what our car looked like. It has been told many
times before, but GM downsized their vehicles at exactly the right time. The B-bodies were the
largest full-size cars GM had built, and it was time to trim the fat. Really, there was nowhere to
go but down, size-wise. The new Bonnevilles and Catalinas were built on a modified version of
the GM A-body chassis, but were much more space efficient. In fact, the Bonnevilles had more
front headroom and rear legroom than the gigantic versions. The standard engine for
Bonnevilles was the hp 4. The Pontiac was replaced with the Chevy in , and the was
discontinued in Bonneville and Catalina coupes could get an optional Landau vinyl roof. The
Brougham added niceties like extra window sill trim, electric clock, power windows and an
extra-plush interior trimmed in velour. All Bonnevilles had bright rocker moldings, a unique
grille and taillights, and standard rear fender skirts to distinguish themselves from the more
basic Catalinas. What had been the Brougham interior was now the standard Bonneville interior.
Broughams had new loose-pillow seating in velour for extra decadence. Those who thought the
acres of pillowed velour were a bit gauche could opt for the standard Bonneville and get a much
more understated interior. The most distinctive seating option was the Valencia interior.
Available in red or tan, it consisted of special striped velour seating and door panel trim. A
black trim section wrapped around from side to side and concealed the heating and air
conditioning vents. Full gauges were also available as an option. For whatever reason, the
B-body Pontiacs were not big sellers. Perhaps it had to do with the Impala and Caprice offering
a similar package for less money. At any rate, when comparing Caprice vs. Although I prefer the
Bonneville, the combination of rear fender skirts and the rounded rear deck may have made the
Pontiac look less attractive than the Caprice to new car shoppers. The Caprice does have a
somewhat trimmer, leaner look when compared to the Pontiac. For whatever reason, the
Pontiacs were the least-popular B-bodies, and Pontiac actually eliminated all their full-size cars
after The Catalina was axed. This proved to be a bad idea in the long run, as after the recession,
car sales started picking up again, and Pontiac found itself without an entry in a market that was
suddenly showing renewed interest in full-size cars. There actually was a full-size Pontiac. GM
of Canada did not feel it was a good idea to completely abandon the full size market, so they
offered a Caprice-based Parisienne for The really rare variant was the coupe, built that year
only. Pontiac wound up importing Parisienne sedans and wagons to the US market starting in
Sedans continued to be available through , adding the Bonneville rear sheetmetal in The Safari
wagon would last until , then disappear. I found this Brougham back in January and took some
pictures for the Cohort. I remembered seeing it years earlier and was pleased to see it still
parked on the same street, nearly ten years later. It is well equipped, being a Brougham, and
also has Rally II wheels and sport mirrors. The color is Chesterfield Brown, with velour interior
in Camel Tan. It is also somewhat rare in that it does not have a vinyl roof. As with just about
every other Midwestern Bonneville still on the road, the rear fender skirts are gone. Here is a
retouched photo of what the car would have looked like when new. Although I prefer the fender
skirts, this car does look kind of nice without them, especially with the Rally IIs. It turned out to
be his last two-door car for almost twenty years. I remember the accelerator had such a short
travel that it gave the illusion of more power than it really had. It was pre-catalytic converter but

had an EGR valve that never seemed to work right. When it stuck closed, it would run hotter and
ping like crazy with part throttle. The 4 bbl needed a valve job in when only 2 years old. Yes, it
drank gas. Pretty much sums up cars in the 70s. My mom had a 74 LeMans with the 2bbl. It was
a dog. Our problem was that the automatic choke was never right. Until the car fully warmed up,
it would hesitate or stall every time you tried to step on the gas. I tried fiddling with the timing
on the choke and could never get it right â€” it was always over-rich or under. Ours drank gas
too. But other than the choke, the bad gas mileage, and my running it into a fire hydrant, it was
pretty trouble-free. Except for the door pull straps. And except for the maroon GM lacquer paint
that would get chalky. And except for the time one of the back brakes got hung up, hot and
cracked a drum. Funny how our expectations of reliability have changed since then. Which is
why there was at least one gas station with a full garage at every major intersection in our small
town anybody remember buying a full set of new tires from the corner gas station? I was a big
Japanese car basher when I was younger. Owning my first foreign car, a Mazda GLC, which at K
miles still had every original engine accessory on it, opened my eyes. All of the ones we had on
our American cars growing up crapped out every K miles like clockwork. And the Japanese cars
most certainly did have items that needed replacement every several years such as timing belts,
head gaskets, belts and hoses, spark plugs, exhaust systems, distributors etc. Also stainless
steal exhaust was starting to become popular then too which added years of life to any of my
cars. My parents drove Pontiacs for many years, as did I. My folks had at least one Pontiac of
this general era that I know had over k miles on it when they sold it, and was still running nicely.
They were good cars. I love these cars so much this is my second one first I had a 79 bonne
brougham. Looks like a nice one, too. A unit that decent looking would really be fine with the
original wheels and everything! The optional Custom-Finned wheelcovers, Rally II wheels,
Snowflake wheels, and even the red-center wire wheelcovers were available â€” too bad. It was
only 2 yrs. My sister and brother-in-law had the light blue version with vinyl top, same wheels,
etc. The deep, dark one almost looked like a different profile. These Pontiacs were my second
favorite of this series of B body, after the Olds Your interior picture shows the most memorable
feature of these interiors. For some reason, GM decided to print woodgrain on a piece of
aluminum trim on the steering wheel. Everybody knows you steer these cars with your finger on
the wheel spokes, so the wood printing wore off to leave you with half wood and half aluminum
on the steering wheel. The skirts were fiberglass and the mounting system was actually quite
solid. Maybe the top of the inner fender rusted so that the upper skirt mount had nothing to hold
onto? You are right about these being rare. I periodically see late 70s B bodies of all kinds,
except for these. It was silver blue with a padded top and had the spider web look wheels. It was
very deluxe inside and I fit in it very well. Had a 77 Impala wagon. They all had gas eating
tendencies. That was probably the best work vehicle that I ever owned.. It was replaced by the
Chevy for California â€” Buick V6 â€” Chevy 4bbl â€” Olds 4bbl. That was about it ca. No
version of the was avail for Cali? Did they have the Chevy instead or was there nothing between
the and ? Oddly, not in B-O-P full sizers. In my driving youth, I paid attention to all those
brochure additions that used to be printed up for California customers. Engine sizes,
transmission choices were restricted. When the full size B-body Pontiacs were downsized in ,
the standard engine in the Catalina was the Buick 3. The Bonneville had the Pontiac standard
optional in Catalinas with the and available. Cars with high-altitude and California emissions
used the Oldsmobile and V8s. Sorry, but in the looks department, the B-body Pontiac was a dog
compared to the Chevrolet. And all you had to do was walk one block from our church St. While
St. I guess it was something in the ethnic traditions. I agree that the Pontiacs seem pudgier.
They must not have gotten the message about Chevies. And that, among other reasons, is why
there is no Pontiac anymore. Love to see a drag race between a equipped B-body Pontiac and a
equipped B-body Oldsmobile of the same era. I have driven both extensively and both feel
pretty much the same. The Pontiac block revs a little more than the Olds but the Olds has better
punch off the line. Also, the Olds is smoother and quieter than the Pontiac In fact the best
engine that these cars got was the Oldsmobile It revs much better than the and you would never
know the difference while driving the cars, except the used less fuel. We had a Catalina with the
Olds in our taxi fleet. The drivers used to line up to get it. With the hd suspension the car was a
true Q-Ship. Really, other than my 9C1 it was the best B-body I have ever driven. Brand
confusion hurt Ponitac in long run. My folks had a Caprice and Olds 88, so I grew up with these
B-bodies. I especially like that striped Valencia interior, which was offered on Grand Safari
wagons, by the way! Funny, huh? Drive it with the door sagging like that for too long and you
ruin the latch assembly too. When I was looking for a Firebird I saw a couple of them in which
the door sagged so badly you could see daylight at the bottom from the inside of the car. We
had a Chevy Impala in our family until about ten years ago, and the door hinges were tight as
new when we finally got rid of it. Spray-lithium grease is a wonderful thing. As a kid, I actually

read the factory maintenance manual for our cars, and tried to follow it. You can still find quite a
few late 70s-mid 80s G bodies floating around in my area. Not true exactly â€” being said a is a
punched out ; is a destroked The , and had a I was looking for the price of a 78 Pontiac Catania
from that year new if you could tell me I would appreciate it. Classy, a little sporty, and without
the frippery of vinyl roof and faux-spoke wheels. I can recall in , dealers in Western PA
advertised Pontiacs at rock bottom prices. Sixes with manual trans, no doubt. One young guy I
worked with, a coupe, and the other, an older guy, bought a sedan. Both cars had significant
rust in less than a year. The old guy kept his for a least 15 years, but patched the car with pop
rivets and bondo. He kept the car alive. They were nice looking cars, the whole model line up.
Another fellow I worked with bought a used Bonneville around a 75 in Several months later, he
tried to trade back for an older model, due to financial difficulty. And as the guy told me, the
salesman acted like he was doing him a personal favor. A similar thing happened to me. When I
asked the salesman why I was paying more to trade the car in, he replied that my Fury had no
value. Especially in two tone paint that accentuated the character line just below the belt line.
Interior I loved the Buicks. Those round gauges with the brushed stainless steel bezels, one of
which was a huge quartz clock above the glove boxâ€¦very elegant. My dad bought a Buick
Estate wagon. An interesting thing was that the Buick wagons were actually Chevy bodies with
a Buick front clipâ€¦fenders, hood, grille bumper. They had to braze a piece of metal at the top
of the front doors under the mirrors so the chevy sheet metal would line up with the Buick
fenders. The car had an Olds 6. Drove her for a few years and never had any problems until the
day I sold her. Drove thru a gas station and stopped on a man hole cover and she slid in. Found
it pictured in my GM reference book, but never saw it in person. Now THAT would be sweet.
That is my bonneville that is pictured and it is for sale if u are interested in it Tom i also have the
fender skirts. I was wondering, how long have you had the car? I remember seeing it at least ten
years ago, so it must have been a while. These are very nice cars. I never saw any further posts
from you, even though you had a couple of questions asked in response to your post. I owned a
Bonneville Brougham 4dr. Everything was intact, including the fender skirts. BY THE WAYâ€¦
my buddy drove that Bonney to something near k miles before letting it go, basically because
the body components were, by then, in rather rough shape after that many miles. Has the with
the velour. I was lucky enough to find it with rear skirts intact, 60k original miles, everything still
working and not a spec of rust! Great car, I drive it everyday! Sounds like you got a really good
one. There was a very sharp light green one for sale on adhuntr. I had the chance many moons
ago to purchase a maroon Bonneville coupe that was shockingly equipped with buckets seats,
floor shifter, gauge package, Olds , rear sway bar, limited slip, snow flake alloys wheels and
every power option imaginable. This was a small time car dealer that acquired the car from an
auction with a bad GM metric transmission and had it replaced with a THM I test drove that car
and instantly fell in love and have had a thing for B-bodies ever since. The price was a mere
bucks but mom and dad were afraid of a 20 year old me behind the wheel of a big engine. That
car made me realize early on how important it was to option these cars right. Suspension and
engine upgrades were a must and the wheels could make or brake the overall look. I have
looked and looked but have never found a coupe like this one. Also strange is that the Pontiac
brochure lists the 4BBL as the top engine for 49 state cars and that only California had the so
apparently this must have been one of those rare instances when one made it to Upstate, NY. I
was still single when I first got that car, and I recall compliments from many of the ladies I dated
then. Of course, the odds of finding one even in the apparently fairly decent shape the ones you
fellows each found at various times, are decreasing exponentially, nowâ€¦ and no doubt the
restoration, or semi-restoration expense would be substantial. The big Pontiacs are my favorite.
Love to have it back, too. It might still be for saleâ€”I regularly check out craigslist and adhuntr
for pics of Bonnevilles. Many of the later Pontiacs were almost silly looking, oddly styled rigs
with some of the smaller ones adopting strange plastic body panels, etc. I understand that
beauty is in the eye of the beholder, no doubt, even when talking Pontiacs. I bought my first
pontiac new at the age of 20, a 67 tempest custom, with 2 speed auto, burgundy with a white
top, and put keystone mags on it. What a great car and great memories. I worked 7 days a week
from 6 in the morning till 10 at night and still put miles on it in 10 months. I traded it for a 68
firebird , 4 speed that topped at and can remember being disappointed. I have a 78 bonneville
setting in my pasture that I was thinking about scrapping, but this spring started thinking of
rebuilding. The last time I saw it, it was still sitting beside one of their barns on their old farm,
maybe 7 or 8 years ago. The high gloss dark color of mine made that much difference in the
overall appearanceâ€¦ really handsome. As I said in a recent post, above, the later era of
Pontiacs became smaller, and many of them were cheap and tacky looking, by comparison.
Body wise, the Catalina needs paint. For the old riv and drove it proudly! But I was looking to
see if there was anyone with any advice on the matter. While it sounds like a Frankenstein, it

actually worked surprisingly well. The more triangular C-pillar on these Bonnevilles was more
attractive, granted, but I prefer the cleaner Parisienne front clip. But that was a solid car that
gave us several years of mostly trouble-free service, at least until it was stolen in That car would
have easily sold twice that, and then some. I just got in a accident some guy rear ended me and
im mad cause u know the insurance company is going to total it out and not give me what its
worth. The car has been in my family for years. It could probably be fixed, though it might take a
frame machine to straighten it out. I drove it until the frame completely rotted out on it. I was a
District Service Manager for Pontiac Division from to and had a number of these as company
cars. We could order what ever we wanted back then and would drive the cars about miles and
turn them in to be sold and move to the next one. I always used to order them with the handling
package. They came with stiffened up suspension, huge sway bars front rear, cast wheels,
performance tires, positraction rear. I had a white coupe, tan leather no vinyl top, cast silver
wheels with the handling package. It had the V8. I have always owned either German, Swedish
or Japanese cars but that Bonneville was a great car. Wish I had it now. I recently picked up a
Buick Electra with 32k miles. I also have a Mercedes S class. While the Mercedes is a wonderful
car that handles, stops and goes in ways that these 35 year old GM cars could not even dream
about. These old GM cars had a certain honest simple quality that I appreciate more today than
ever before. The first car I bought myself was a Bonneville Brougham Landau Coupe, white with
a blue Landau top and a light blue interior. The outside was surface rusty, but the body was
solid. But the thing that sold it for me was the 4 factory Snowflake 15X7 inch wheels, with
Arrowheads on the centercap!! It also had a limited slip or posi come on, this was ! But it quit
running, and I found out it needed a new flex plate, had a weak spark the timing was off and the
starter quit. It had many old car problems, and after getting some parking tickets, she had to go.
My Bonneville was the wrong car at the wrong time. He was able to verify many of the things
about the car. I remember something about a Q or a Z in the V. Thank you, I enjoyed reading
your stories. I do not have a photo, but I will include one I just found on the internet. I give them
all credit and ownership of the picture. Best Wishes!! This was the smaller wagon, like the
Cutlass and Malibu. The guy that owned it was a diesel mechanic, and BY FAR that was the
scariest, fastest meanest sounding car I have ever driven. But that wagon would get squirrelly
when you really got on it, and I even once put it sideways in the street! These cars were
fantastically popular here in what was Pontiacland, um, Canada. All the Canadian cars had
Chevrolet motors, and that was fine as the Canadian spec SBC in the cars ran really nicely.
These cars sold very well, and their popularity was why the Cheviac was introduced for Canada
only, which was later exported to the USA. He was close to 70 then, and it was his last car. That
said, I loved the interior of these cars, a real cut above the Caprice. Yes, I agree about the
interior, it was quite ritzy and definitely a step above the Caprice. I also think Pontiac Parisienne
has a much nicer ring to it than Pontiac Bonneville! I think the tail and headlights looked better
and I lust after that green sedan and the Safari counterpart pictured in the article. My
kindergarten teacher in the 80s drove a black Bonneville, I believe it was the B body and not the
mini me G version that came out later. While I said that the downsized cars lost some things
from their predecessors, they still had great, though different, style. In my now ex-brother-in-law
was working at a local Chevy dealer, and Dad was in the market for a new wagon. His Grand
Safari was getting tired with well over k miles on it and he was ready to replace it with a new In
fact, he visited the Pontiac dealer and was ready to order another Grand Safari. I guess out of
guilt he went to the local Chevy dealer and looked at the Caprice, to satisfy his son-in-law. Well
he ended up ordering a new Caprice Estate wagon. Never gave him one problem. As far as the
rest of the car? Hubcaps flew off it, trim pieces fell off, and it had body rot all along the back
windows after 3 years. I always liked the Bonneville coupes, no vinyl top and equipped with the
snowflake alloy wheels. Those wheels made these look elegant and tough at the same time.
Just took my for a relaxing mile Sunday drive today? Despite being only 10 hp stronger
compared to the 2BBL the 4BBL cars felt punchier with greater highway passing power and
overall feel quicker than the Bonnys I have driven which is interesting considering the 81 had
the 4 speed transmission with peppier 2. WHAT was the world coming to????? To what extent
did fleet sales police, taxi have to increase the spread between Caprice and Bonneville in the
numbers provided? I recently was attempting to determine whether these Pontiacs shared door
skins with the Chevys. After a lot of looking at photos, I could not determine conclusively one
way or the other. Any opinions? Love these old Bonnevilles without their rear skirts. Hard to
pick a favorite one of these the Bonnie, Caprice and Electra are all so sweet. After he passed
and neither my uncle nor my father wanted the Pontiac I took it. What a nice ride. I still love
fender skirts. Having a car with fender skirts told me all was right with the world. Boyhood
memory of dad washing cars on Sundays with the fender skirts laid out on the lawn to be
separately washed and dried. So I gave her the Bonneville as they needed it more than I did. She

burned-up the engine in it, so we swapped in a junkyard engine. Few months after the swap she
ran the car into an off duty policeman on his way to the station. Really loved that car. Looking at
the non wear on the seats and pedals that genuine. I would.. Convert to LPG. Se me outâ€¦.
Pawpaw bought a 79 Bonneville Brougham 4DR new. Basically a beige vinyl top over a light
brown. I loved that car. It was so quiet and powerful. Nothing like the radial tuned suspension.
By the time I called the dealership, the car was gone, probably to an auto auction. Who knows
where it ended up but someone out there probably still has my car. I want it back so badly! Very
nice! I remember those when they were new and the Pontiacs were very good looking.
Somehow the Buicks had odd front ends in that era and platform. We must do whatever
possible to revive pontiac. Let her know Pontiac has many, many fans and should be revived in
in commemoration of the brands cancellation announcement. GM must be bombarded with
Pontiac fanatics. Whos with me? Let the battle begin. Your email address will not be published.
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Make a VIN Search. Nevertheless, when fitted with Brougham trim and ordered with an indulgent
eye on the option list, these cars could do everything a Coupe de Ville did in terms of comfort,
ride and handlingâ€”that is, everything but offer snob appeal. Exactly what was a big Poncho
supposed to be now? A cut-rate Electra ? A slightly more deluxe Impala? A plus-sized Grand
Prix? I think we all know that the General Motors B-bodies were introduced at the perfect time.
By this time, the midsize segment dominated by the Cutlass Supreme claimed the vast majority
of coupe sales; although GM still offered full-size coupes, they were seen far less frequently
than their sedan counterparts. That was probably just fine with Pontiac, which certainly made
more profit on a Bonneville. Frankly, the Catalina and its Canadian Laurentian counterpart was
starting to look a whole lot like a fleet special that was more recently departed Bel Air than
Impalaâ€”and even less like Catalinas of just a few years earlier. The model lineup stayed the
same, starting with the entry-level Catalina and moving up through the Bonneville and
Bonneville Brougham coupes and sedans. When properly equipped, these cars could be as
luxurious as any Cadillac. Load up your Brougham: Add the snowflake alloys, whitewalls,
Astroroof and power everything, and you had an awfully nice carâ€”all for thousands less than
a Coupe or Sedan de Ville. The problem was that most folks passed up the Bonnie in favor of
the Caprice Classic, which offered essentially the same car and luxury options for less money.
Actually, the Pontiac occupied a sort of anti-sweet spot: It not only had a higher sticker price
than the Caprice, but for just a few more dollars Bonnie shoppers could buy a more prestigious
Delta 88 Royale or LeSabre Custom. Well, everyone is entitled to their opinion. That car really
made an impression on me. Why else would I have such a serious jones for them 30 years later?
As expected, the Bonneville Brougham was the swankiest full-size Pontiac. Peppered with extra
features inside and out, the biggest difference from the basic Bonneville was inside. Even the
trunk was Broughamified, with velour carpeting on both the floor and the spare tire
coverâ€”how decadent! However, the Catalinas and Bonnevilles did sell significantly better than
their predecessors. And the numbers only got better. In , , Bonnevilles were sold; , moved in ;
and sales totaled , The relative scarcity may one day enhance both its value and survival rate.
Yes, these cars are my favorites, but sadly are quite rare here in the Midwest. That I even
spotted this platinum beauty was pure chance. For some reason, while on my way to 16th St. I
took a rarely-used street in Moline. When I glanced to my right at an intersection, I spotted this
Bonneville. What luck! There was a fresh-vegetable stand across the alley, so after taking a
longing glance at that coupe, I headed over to see if one of the customers there was the owner.
Dan, the owner, turned out to be a very nice guy who was flattered that I was interested in his
old car. I told him my Dad had owned one, and I asked his permission to take some pictures.
Dan said that would be no problem. What I find interesting is that Horst-Zimmerman was right
across the street from Illinois Casualty, where my dad worked as an investigator. Small world!
Dan still has the fender skirts, too. I did a little digital editing of this shot to add fender skirts. It
must have been awfully sharp when newâ€”sporty and Broughamy. The fender skirts make the
Landau top work a little better, though the non vinyl-roofed Bonnevilles looked even better with
their stainless steel B-pillars and razor-edged rear quarter windows. Dan and I parted ways. It
was great to get to check out his car up close, and chat with its original owner. What a shame,
since they really were the best ones! There were tons of these in Canuckistan. The seems to be
the one that sold the best here since the roads were thick with them. In those days, both buyer
and banks were very conservative in Canada and few would ever step-up past a Pontiac. A
Poncho was a sign you had made it, even the stripped out base models the sold here. My
brother had a Pariesenne Brougham and it was a very nice car. His was a steel roof, two tone
blue on blue. Really nice car and he bought it a year old and saved a nice chunk. The driving
experience was pure B Body, meaning good for the day. Heck, a new B Body was very nice
driving car. The 2V was fine but the THM died like a month after he got it, causing him no end of
shame since GM blue blood pumped in his veins. It was eventually sold off to a family friend, an
interesting man who was somewhat like a hermit. The last I saw it was about , looking much the
worse for wear. It had enormous kms on it by then but it still ran. I have a lot of respect for these
GM Canada cars, most were quite good. Having visited Canada numerous times, I knew that
Pontiac engendered especially strong feelings there about the only time I ever found Canadians
annoying, eh? I have asked myself the same question. Instead, GM gutted its Canadian
operations and moved much of the machinery to Mexico. That said, Canada is small market and
GM always took it for granted. The Japanese, however, did not and now the largest
manufacturing operations in Canada are run by Honda and Toyota, neither of which has ever
received a hand-out from our tax-payers. Good points! I am still perplexed and angered that this
great marque, that gave us the GTO, the first muscle car shot across the bow in the Muscle Car
Warsâ€¦â€¦â€¦the Firebird and the Trans Amâ€¦â€¦â€¦.. So much history gone in an unseemly
manner. I mourn the death of my favorite GM brand! Excellent write up by Tom and what a

fantastic catch! To have survived all of those Upper Midwest winters is a testament to what a
well built car it really was! I am not sure what a Chi-com is but I do know that the Buick brand is
very popular in China and is often used as a livery car for lower-end officials. In fact, the GM
brand is partially owned by the government of Shanghai, and the name of the company is
Shanghai-Buick. They thus have a huge captive market. The brands sold by GM China are
totally different to that is available here and include a bunch of Deawoo stuff. Another train of
thought was, during the ATF process, Pontiac was killed off in order to make room for the
Dodge brand, as they were considering either merging Chrysler and GM or killing off Chrysler
Corporation entirely and adding one or two of their brands to the GM portfolio. I was thinking
Jeep and Dodge would have survived. Oldsmobile is in the same situation, too. In the early
sixties the Mexican government issued a decree which banned the luxury marques Cadillac,
Lincoln, Imperial and the lower ones Buick, Oldsmobile, Pontiac, Chrysler, DeSoto -about to die
soon- Mercury later. I went back and make a claim, but the mechanic told me that everything
was OK, that he had used the Chevrolet codes for the tune up! There was no use for me in order
to make him understand that Chevrolet and Cadillac were related only in a small degree. That
probably was the cause that all these fine cars went to the junkyard sooner than if they would
have been cared taking into consideration the origin of the car. The sole name, Buick, for
example, would have been enough to denote that it was a fine car, nothing to do with Chevrolet.
What a shame for us, ignorant people! An interesting bit of trivia on why Buicks are so popular
in China is because the former and the last Emporer of China owned several Buicks and for one
reason or another, that prestige has survived to this day. Its from a cigar mag, but still an
interesting read for us car guys! I really think brand equity wise, Pontiac and Buick were a toss
up, with Pontiac having a slight edge. The lutz GTO may not have sold well and the G8 pretty
much entered the scene within months of the division getting the axe, but the idea of using the
division for those RWD Holden models really was in the frame of the s excitement division more
than ever. One possible reason for the poor sales of the big Pontiac vs. The Pontiacs, on the
other hand, came in only one wheelbase, which means for the extra expenditure to buy a
Bonneville, you only got trim differences compared to the Catalina. Although I will stick by my
opinion that the Olds 88 was the best looking variant of this body, The Bonneville comes in
second â€” provided it is equipped with the fender skirts. It always seemed odd to me that
Pontiac the performance and excitement Division was the only one to equip the cars with fender
skirts, while the more luxurious Olds and Buick and even Cadillac eschewed them. I believe that
these cars were among the first to really break down the old GM hierarchy. In my eyes at the
time, a LeSabre was not really any more luxurious than these, and it just came down to the look
you preferred, or the dealer where you preferred to go. As for the wheels, I have to vote for the 5
spoke mags. A nice find, Tom. I have not seen one of the big Bonnies in a long time. Agreed on
points 2 and 3 â€” the fender skirts really set the Bonnie apart and made it look more luxurious.
Without them, they look like a Caprice. And by the 70s the lines between competing divisions
had been blurred so much that the choice of Bs was purely preference. While many buyers liked
to move up the GM hierarchy as they improved their situation in life, some preferred to stick
with a specific GM division and move up within that. Those who just loved Pontiacs were
primarily the ones who bought these. Maybe their last car was a Catalina or a LeMans. That
includes the millions of Cutass owners looking to trade up. And for the Chevy guys? Some of
them moved over to Pontac for something different, while others moved up to Olds. Thus, in a
world dominated by Chevy and now Olds, the Bonnie was the odd man out. That was always
stranger to me than the luxury fender skirts on the Poncho, but I guess the police chief wanted
his force to hand out tickets in styleâ€¦. Thank you for mentioning that, gottacook. Thought I
was the only one who appreciated the lines of the 80 Ninety-Eight reskin, so glad to know im not
alone. They still catch my eyes. I imagine that if I was in the market for a new car back then I
would have had a terrible time deciding which one I wanted, as I found all of the A, B and C cars
attractive back then. I always felt at this point Pontiac dipped back to where they were up until
Flashier Chevrolets. To me, the Bonnevilles have always looked pudgy in the rear compared to
a Caprice or a LeSabre, and the skirts made them look even pudgier. However my first choice
would be a Holiday 88! The LeSabre was much nicer looking and actual sportier than the
Bonnevilleâ€¦. What was the Pontiac B-body niche? Chevy was value and volume and Buick at
that time was developing a sports image with its T-type options and 3. I always find the
perception of moving from Chevy to Pontiac to Olds to Buick to Cadillac kind of interesting. I
know it might seem kind of weird, but I still have this feeling in my mind. I felt like I was moving
down market when I purchased my Cruze Eco last year. One little bit of Triviaâ€¦. I think that
adds a little bit of bad ass legend to the Bonnevilleâ€¦at least in my narrowly focused mindâ€¦. I
stand corrected-I guess that was the closest he could get to a Caddy, what with his limited
means, being just released from prison. Yes sir, that is a crime scene photo of his Pontiac at the

police station. From what I understand they expected to find his body in the trunkâ€¦as we
know, it had a big trunk, but not big enough to hide the Hof. You know, I felt the same way once
too. Not the exciting smaller ones, but Laurentians or Parisiennes. Not too flashy but somewhat
less blue-collar than a Chevy, Ford or Plymouth. The pictured blue-and-white Bonneville is
fantastic. Love these small fender skirts too. The interior had gotten so hot the top of the dash
actually turned black not to mention the bazillion cracks in it! After she quit driving, my dad
ended up with it unfortunately. Even the steering box was different â€” it had a quicker ratio or
something. Thanks for sharing these memories. I really loved these. Most were still looking
good despite these tremendously rainy BC winters. They were very nice and strong cars.
Pontiac was a great marque. The cars in pictures 3, 5 and 7 are outstanding. Love the two-tone
gray silver, the full vinyl non-padded roof and the all black with honeycomb wheels. I normally
despise fender skirts on anything this modern, but the effect works for me on these. It works
less on the sedan, but still not bad â€” and I actually think this Landau-clad CC ends up looking
better without them. Great color, too! I never really took notice of how intricately detailed these
taillights were, and what a unique design it was for the time. Good stuffâ€¦. When it comes to
the 2-door models, I liked the Delta 88 best but these are a very close second. IMO, the
Chevrolets were the best looking in sedan form, but Pontiac and Olds both did a great job
setting apart their B-coupes from the rest of the bunch. This Bonneville Brougham is almost
identical to a Bonneville Brougham that I jog past on a regular basis in Arlington, Virginia. I
have never looked inside carefully enough to determine whether it has the rectangular cluster of
multiple gauges â€” a great feature. This article makes me think about doing so right now! DO
IT! I should do the same thing for a 92 Oldsmobile 98 in white with a blue leather interior that I
see several times a month in downtown Gallup parked at one of the local hair salons. Dash rug,
mint condition except the white paint peeling on the trunk lidâ€¦. Robert, if you get a chance
please get some pictures. I ran into the couple I sold my LeSabre to today. They told me that it
made to Florida and back with zero problems and they are still in love with it. Feel like a trip to
MN Dan? If so, here you go! Just needs some Rally IIs. Those gauges are one of my favorite
features of these. After that, they really had little attraction to me, but by that time I was so mad
at GM for what turned out to be almost 27 years, they could have given me a Corvette and I
woud have turned it down! A good subject was raised, however. Those plush seats â€” that
appears to be the real selling point with these cars, and if the seats were more comfortable than
one you could option for in a Chevy, why indeed would you spend more for a Cadillac? Count
me out. At least our little Gremlin we owned at the time these came out was fun to drive, ditto
for our soon-to-come Reliant in ! I disagree, respectfully of course, about the Cadillac
comparisons. The Bonnie was definitely luxurious, but the Caddies were even more so. The ride
of the Cad was noticeably smoother and cushier; the variable rate steering, combined with the
Bakelight steering wheel that felt cool to the touch, the nicer dashboards and carpets, and the
larger size, when taken together, really set the Cads apart. The Pontiac was definitely
impressive, but it was no Cadillac. Exactly, close but no cigar. A vinyl top and fuffy seats dont
make it a Cadillac. The Cadillac comes with a Cadillac and turbo , for starters, then there are all
the standard Cadillac appointments, the rear armrests, the rear courtesty and door warning
lights, the lamp monitors, the fact the Cadillac is on a C-body not a B, etc etc, the Bonneville is
very nice, but its not a Cadillac. I got into a little bravado contest I was 19 or 20â€¦ with some
ridge runners in West Virginia back in the day. I was more than impressed as I was not certain
my then-current car would be able to keep up as well as the Delta did. Considering my car then
was a Mercury Capri Turbo RS which was a whole category smaller and lighter I thought it was
quite the accomplishment. We enjoyed that car for several years after, I foolishly convinced my
wife to trade it in on a Capri RS 5. It was only a foolish decision after year two of ownership of
that car, it started falling apart on us. Well, and one EGR valveâ€¦. That sounds like an awesome
car. The Olds was arguably the best engine available on the B-Body cars from this generation.
The Chevy was available in , it was the engine that many sued GM over. Knowledgeable folks
recognized the differences and filed suit. Having worked on both Olds and Chevy engines in
B-bodies, I too, would sue. Mostly because the Olds engine was much easier to access the
spark plugs. Later in the production lifetime of these cars, the 5. And yes, the FE3 suspended
models could hang with much more expensive machinery. When you drove a standard
suspension B after a FE3 car, you knew what you were missing. I came from a Ford family
before dating my wife; I was raised to believe that any Ford was better than anything else made
in the States. I had a low opinion of domestic GM cars and most others. It was never an issue in
Canuckistan because we were used to having Chevy engines in our Pontiacs from almost the
beginning. A lightly optioned B Body with a v tuned to Canadian emissions was in fact a pretty
hot car for the day. The best were the Olds , however, and we did see them in imported
Catalinas from Canadian Pontiacs were Chevys under the skin. Of course, the dealer pleas to

have competing products within the same corporation should not go unnoticedâ€¦. However, we
kept US standards until From then on, they were harmonized. I happened to have the in my first
car, a 79 base GP. Luckily, I got rid of the car before the tranny inevitably crapped out. Talk
about overkill! The Turbo had it easy in one of those cars â€” they must have been incredibly
slow.. I bet so too. It really hurt performance, but it sure did sound good. Then again, I was also
fond of putting the tranny in low gear and driving around the neighborhood in 1st gear.. Can
you imagine the internal damage I was causing at a sustained 30mph? All he was doing was
lightly rocking it to get it unstuck from a snow rut. Equipped with it and the right tires, the
Caprice was unusually agile for a full size car. It had become virtually interchangeable with its
Chevrolet, Buick and Oldsmobile cousins. When they downsized the various big GM cars in ,
the full-size Pontiacs chopped a few extra inches off the back. To my eyes, the proportions just
never seemed right. That said, I always liked the hood ornaments on these, the chrome strip
down the centre of the hood, and the seats in these were superior to most years of Caprice. I
believe there was even an option for a corduroy-like pattern. I remember when I was a kid I
thought they were the nicest looking of the B-Bodies. Now I find the taillights a bit awkward and
the skirts flat out cheesy. I still like the front end though. Meanwhile, the brougham era induced
a design conformity that was particularly hard on a more sporty and iconoclastic brands such
as Pontiac. There stopped being a reason for a Bonneville. Same trim and wheel covers as the
brown one above but in the light metallic mint green, with dark green velour interior. He felt and
was correct for the most part that the late 70s was the bottom of the barrel for GM build quality. I
somehow imagined it was something a little more sedate! This is great, though. Might have
been nightmare inducing for small children, but I love it now! A Valencia Grand Safari would be
a real find today! Vinyl was probably much preferred. I rode in it a couple of times and it was a
very nice wagon! These look so nice with the Rally II wheels or snowflake alloys. Gee, we have
become so serious. I love this kind of insanity! I wonder how many buyers picked it up. This
article reminded me of the time when my mom tried a Bonneville Brougham coupe. All I
remember is that it was big and red. They let her keep it for the weekend do they even do this
anymore? I just remember how big it seemed to me. But it was plush inside. Big red pillow
velour seats, and a dash and hood which seemed to go on for miles! It was a company-issued
car, so he had little to no choice in color or model, but it was still a fun car to ride in. Check out
the black 79 coupe 7 pictures down. That was quite a sporty coupe for the time period. It has the
snow flake alloys, buckets, sport mirrors and probably gauge package and suspension
upgrade. Count me in as another B-body fan. Starting with the Olds then the Chevy or the
Pontiac next. Had to be the longest, most protracted restructuring in history. But, the restyle
made it look like cabon copy of Olds 88 or Cutlass sedan. Pontiac was trying to get Olds lux
boat buyers. But bringing the Parissiene 2 years later was for dealers to again go after Olds. The
fender skirts confuse me: the car has an almost Chevy-plain front end combined with a
dressed-up Caddy back end. I think the later cars are too formal, and I like how on the early
cars, each division had their own coupe roofline although the Buick and Pontiac ones are pretty
similar. I hate the fender skirts on the Bonneville. On the other hand, these things look great
with Rallye IIs. Still, you could buy a very nice Delta 88 or LeSabre for the same money. The
Catalina still looked richer than an Impala. A beige bounced around my extended family for
almost 20 years, and looked and felt like cheap crap when it was still relatively new. You have a
point. I prefered the Catalinas to the Bonnevilles. He kept his until just a few years ago, and it
was still in literally like new condition. Other than that all orginal, never saw a winter. He tired of
the car and bought a late model Impala. Several months later he found out the new owners
destroyed the car in a garage fire. Today, I like both, and it depends on the model which I like
more in which generation. I thought so then, and still think so now. The fact that the body style
was canceled after only 2 short years makes them even more attractive to me now! I mean, even
the scale model looks delicious! It was replaced by a 98 Regency around , and then a Cadillac
DeVille with cloth interior, horrors! Sort of a classic GM move-up, but I agree witih the above
comment about how most people would have skipped Pontiac altogether. A few years after the
Cadillac, I found out these admittedly older folks were in a Toyota Previa minivan! But anyway, I
love GM B- and C-bodies of this period, have owned several and always enjoy reading about
them. Nice article! One more thing â€” no one said much about the dash, which was unique to
the Pontiacs, as all GM makes got their own dashes and steering wheels. How strange! Even a
Cutlass with loose pillow seats got it in the back seat! None of the B-bodies had loose-cushion
seats including the Bonneville Brougham. Loose cushions up to that point were reserved for the
stretched-wheelbase C-bodies which also had longer rear seat cushions, and if equipped, real
loose-look cushions on the rear backrests. Only the edges â€” often just the left and right edges
â€” got thick padding, which became thinner towards the center. The design and shape of the
seat often disguised this well. I certainly do remember your post, that one was sharp too! I liked

the Firethorn Red paint on that one. The Bonneville interior with leather was very Broughamy! In
either case, only the central areas of the seats and backs for four passenger positions were
leather; all the rest was Morrokide. In leather was offered as a bucket-seat option for the
new-style Grand Prix, but as far as I can tell, that was the last Pontiac available with leather until
the Bonneville. Doing so helped take my mind off the election. You appeal to the mind, heart
and pocketbook all at the same time. We could use a few more on the shovel nose Buicks they
were just as nice. These were good looking cars to me in the day. It had the and would run
comfortably to their hometown in New Mexico from Dallas. It did get the paint blasted off the
front from a sand storm once. This is the first time I correctly guessed the CC clue. I got a good
job after Tech School, and had to commute 60 miles a day. Although I really liked that little car,
the so-so mileage, the so-so ride and the factory standard biodegradeability of an AMC led me
to look for a new car. So I wandered into the local dealer and picked up the Pontiac brochure. In
the middle of that brochure was the picture shown in the posting of the black 2-door with a
camel tan interior with snowflake wheels. That was it. I was going to have one. I went back to
the dealer and optioned a black 2-door out. I think I would have gotten a Brougham sedan in
burgundy with no vinyl roof, red interior, snowflake alloys and the sunroof. Thanks for sharing!
We had a neighbor that had a Catalina 2-door with a factory sunroof â€” not moonroof but
sunroof! Talk about rare? They wanted too much for it so she passed it up. The people that
bought it ended up being a street over from me growing up. It was a funky green color with a
green vinyl top and interior. It had the deluxe wheel covers and if I remember correctly a cloth
bench seat. I just remember thinking how rare that car was and how cool it would be to own
today. Same here for me, only mine was not a Pontiac but a Ford LTD like this one but in a dark
grey colour with leather trim and power everything. My parents had a Pontiac Bonneville when I
was growing up. It was Firethorn Red with a Landau top. Fully color-blocked with a fully red
cabin â€” velour seats and plush carpet. It became my car when I got my drivers license. I drove
that big beauty all through high school and college. Today, I have a Pontiac Bonneville
Brougham. This one has a pure Cameo white exterior with matching Landau top. The interior is
baby blue â€” complete with velour pillow top seats. I owned a 79 and a The 76 was the better
car with a much more powerful engine drivetrain. The engine was a dog all the way and the 79
model felt cheaply made as compared to the The transmissions were weak in the redesigned
model. The 79 did not feel nowhere near as solid as the previous models were. People could sit
on the hood on the 76 with no problems but try that on any newer model and it would leave a
big crease on where you sat. My mom bought a brand new off the showroom floor Pontiac
Brougham 2 door coupe in Platinum silver in â€¦It had the Landau roof,skirts,full chrome
stainless trim everywhere,and a dinky,weak cid engine that was weak at best,but it did have the
th tranny that would fit any GM engine up to that timeâ€¦3. We got most of our Pontiacs from
Canada so they were always thinly disguised Chevrolets except of course for the later GTOs
and its bretheren which we got from Holden though I do see the odd Poncho trimmed
Commodore about and we have the Chevy versions of Holdens even Australia never saw, want
to see a thoroughly confused car market? Then in he became head of GM design replacing Bill
Mitchell. Throughout all this, there was increasing convergence of design, something that Bill
Mitchell had successfully resisted. The ultimate decline of the GM divisions and the importance
of styling came about from the reign of the inarguable worst CEO and Chairman of GM, Roger
Smith, the author of repeated GM manufacturing and styling blunders on multiple levels. The
marked incompetence of both Smith and Rybicki is the real underlying reason for the ultimate,
prolonged death march and demise of Pontiac, and then with successive management missteps
resulting in the ultimate bankruptcy of GM with a government bailout. Unfortunately, for the past
too many years, GM styling, especially at Cadillac, has continued down a boring repetitive path
followed by declining sedan market share. The sins of the fathers are repeated by the sons. I
love the fact that your article mentions the Canadian twins! Yes, they are important. Late in ,
after shrinking the Bonnie by swapping nameplates onto the smaller LeMans, G. There is a
Parisienne for sale in my area. Went to look at it. Pretty good shape and not a bad price. The
only problem was that it was a diesel. A GM diesel? I remember my amazement and shock when
I first saw a Canadian car here in the states. It was surreal â€” I was wondering why the name
was different from what I was used to seeing. I think it may have been a Parisienne coupe,
possibly a or so. I was vacationing at the Cape around with my parents when I saw it. So cool.
Your email address will not be published. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me
of new posts by email. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is
processed. By Tom Klockau. Posted November 5, at AM. My calls to Steven Rattner went
unanswered. You see the resultsâ€¦. Posted November 5, at PM. Michael Notigan. Posted
November 6, at AM. I see, can I call you guys Am-caps or Rep-facs? Even before GM bust, the
China operations were the only thing making money. Posted November 9, at PM. Posted

November 6, at PM. Biff Ripone. Posted March 21, at AM. Pontiac may be seen as tarted up
Chevrolet, but Buick morphed into a tarted up Pontiac too. Stainsey Stainselstein. Olds, of
course, added fender skirts to the Ninety-Eight redesign. Nice ones, too. Still think its a looker,
even though they are hardly collectible and rarely seen. Richard Bennett. Laurence Jones.
Posted July 8, at AM. Great article too, thanks! Maybe it was a Grandville coupe? Hard to tell
from this photo. Posted November 7, at AM. Little Jon. Nice find Tom! Sean Cornelis. Robert
Kim. Dash rug, mint condition except the white paint peeling on the trunk lidâ€¦ I should leave
my business card under the wiper with an offer on it. Tom Klockau. I agree Dan! They are great
cars. Not fun to drive? See my reply to Sean Cornelius below, but I had no clue. No clueâ€¦. Ah,
youthâ€¦. Of course I had never driven one of these, so indeed, how would I know? Cars had to
be basic or sporty or both, no frills. How else do I explain buying a used Gremlin? Things are
MUCH different nowâ€¦. Stephen Walton. Dr Lemming. Dark blue, light blue, silver? See that
stereo? They weighed like 10 lbs but they never, ever died. Green interiorâ€¦hmmâ€¦got any
more shots of your Dangerfield edition Chevelle? I do like the gold one, though. Chris Green.
Posted November 7, at PM. They are cool looking cars, but I wish GM sported-up the Pontiac
versions a bit more. Joe Yoman. Posted January 31, at AM. Wagons yes. But 49 state coupes
and sedans top gas fired V8 was the for Great pix of a great survivor, particularly a one owner
car! My money would probably go for a LeSabre with the Buick road wheels and a Bill Mitchell.
Posted July 10, at AM. Tom, this was a fantastic find! Dave M. Yes, leather was new for 80 on the
Bonny, deep rich, pillowy leatherâ€¦.. Colin Evans. I love the write ups on the Bonnevilles from
Tom and the Fleetwoods from Cavanaugh. Keep up the good work you guys certainly know
your target audience. She tackled a bus with it once, and lost the front bumper- bus lost the
door. Thank you for the memories. Tom C. John H. Posted October 11, at PM. Posted May 30, at
AM. Don Stolfi. Posted July 11, at PM. Posted September 12, at PM. Posted September 14, at PM.
Christopher King. Posted July 7, at AM. Posted July 7, at PM. Chris In Australia. Marky Mark.
Posted July 8, at PM. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.
American Brands: GM. American Brands: Ford. American Brands: Chrysler. Automotive
Histories and Misc. Asian Brands. UK Brands. Australian Brands. European Brands. Trucks,
Pickups and Vans. Motorcycles, Trikes, Bicycles. Engines, Transmissions and other Tech. RVs,
Motorhomes, Trailers, Campers. Avatars by Sterling Adventures. Copyright - Curbside Classics.
All Rights Reserved. Engine Related Parts. Quality parts for Pontiacs. We try to add new parts
for sale to this page every week. We update this page every evening. This page is current and
up to date. We have more items for sale then those that are listed on this page. If you don't see
it, check back from time to time or send us an e-mail. This seems to work on all web sites and
most documents. Transmission Parts. Great condition. Should fit Should be the same From
Pontiac powered car. Nice condition. OEM GM. Fits non air car. Some minor surface rust. No
pitted. OEM Metal. Has been trimmed to fit Radiator. Email for extra images. OEM GM with no
issues. No cracks. Has a small spot cut out of lower edge. Very nice condition. Has some minor
issues. For V8 cars. Has one broken isolator bracket. May fit Email for images. Very hard to find.
Has Email for extra images. Has one broken lower tab. Pair Firebird 2. Should fit several years.
Fits several years. Aftermarket Bolts and spacer included. Pontiac V8 OEM 2. Correct for most
models and years. For cars with out a clutch fan. Correct for non air cars. Nice, but has some
small nicks and scrapes on blades. Great OEM condition. Removed from a Pontiac Grand Ville.
Removed from a Trans Am. Should be the same for the LeMans and Grand Prix. Has a small
nick in one blade. Removed from Pontiac V8. Has some minor nicks on one of the blades. Great
condition, tested. Was functioning when removed. Original Harrison. Nice Harrison tanks.
Needs to be repaired or re-cored. Great condition, Harrison tanks. Should work fine. Out of non
running car. Original Harrison tanks. In great condition. Has OEM Harrison tanks. May work fine
or use for the tanks. Looks great. Newer aftermarket unit. Some mashed fins. Out of running
car. Aftermarket aluminum. Fits cars with Olds or Pontiac V8. Looks ugly, but should work just
fine or use for tanks. Great condition out of running car. Works fine. This is two pieces, the
balancer and the hub. Cleaned and inspected, we only sell the best ones that come in. Good
used original. Rubber has crack, but it should not effect the performance. Email us for the price
and availability of the pulley you are looking for. For cars with the small harmonic balancer.
Great condition, some minor splits at bolt holes. Excellent condition. Hardware not included.
Pump spins freely. Also fits GP. The pump is frozen. No pump included. Fits several years and
models. Not tested. We did not find any numbers on it. OEM Original. Front Alternator Bracket
sold. Great condition First type. Second type. No cracks or stripped holes. Fits For A. R car.
With A. No cracks has repaired threads. For non air car. Mounts to face of pump. Mounts to the
bracket that mounts to the face of pump. First type fits same as second type. Second type fits
same as first type. Has some minor cracks off of one bolt hole, not an issue. Spins true. Has
small dent in housing. Has minor dents in housing. Pulley Will Fit Has small dents in housing. It

has a small dent in the housing. Fits car with 80 amp alt. Reservoir has some dents in the side.
Non turbo. Same for GP. Includes bolts. Fits other years. May fit other years. Super rare,
removed from a Full Size Pontiac. Not correct for Full Size cars. Exhaust manifolds are cleaned
and inspected. We are not selling any that are cracked or have broken studs, broken ears or
stripped out holes. Some may need studs installed or replaced to make them perfect. Numbers
are hard to read. Pair Pontiac V8 Exhaust Manifolds sold. Has stuck valve. Valve is stuck open.
Has one repaired thread. Part The valve is broken and stuck open, but they will function fine as
is. Fit Valve stuck open. Great condition with no issues. No issues. Has some minor scrapes.
Valve is loose and the spring is missing. No DC's. Non valve type. Missing the flapper. Great
condition originals. These are a D-port manifold. No cracks, they have one repair at the collector
and the valve is frozen. Pitting on LH manifold. Tested and working. Vacuum diaphragm not
working. Pair Trans Am 5. RH Removed from a Pair Firebird 5. Pair Chevy 5. Has some minor
scrapes on the bottom. Should fit the 5. Local pickup only or could be included with a large
freight order like a floor or QP section. Long type. It was removed from a Sprint with A. They
came on all high performance cylinder heads. Very nice. Cover is not pitted, cam looks great. It
was removed from a Does not appear to have any dings. Pair Pontiac V8 Valve Covers sold.
Most paint removed during cleaning process. Have only very minor imperfections. Excellent
reproduction by Ames Performance. Driver quality with some surface rust. Pair Pontiac V8
Valve Covers out of stock. Very nice but may have some minor imperfections. Blasted and
painted high temp cast. Some minor dings. Built in oil dripper type. Just need to be repainted.
Fit Pontiac V8. Some fins trimmed for alternator wire clearance. Pair V8 Valve Covers sold. Bead
blasted and primed with high temp silver paint. Have some minor dings. Some minor rust
pitting. Has some surface rust. Has light surface rust. Correct for Pontiac V8 engines, but it will
fit others. For cars with windage tray. For cars with no windage tray. New reproduction. High
quality r eproduction by Ames Performance. Will fit Pontiac V8. Removed from a Tempest.
Removed from a Catalina. Two versions depending on the year of your car. Does not fit Firebird.
Not perfect. Fits SBC. This is a used rebuildable core. Same for OHC 6. Hard to find. Email for
extra image. All removed from a Firebird. Removed from a Firebird. Part NRH. This is a high
quality reproduction by Ames Performance. Bolts included when available. Includes T V8. Fits
cars with CA Emissions. Fits 4brl cars with CA Emissions. Fits 2brl cars with CA Emissions.
Does not fit Firebird or Trans Am. Fits on intake manifold. White plastic. Blue plastic. It has
minor pits and some chipped edges, but will work just fine. Cast steel aftermarket. Has minor
pits. Has some pitting, but will work fine. Type 2. Type 1. Has OEM cast impeller. Has steel
impeller. No date codes. Has cast impeller. Great condition with some very minor pitting. NOS
perfect, GM box included. Great condition with some minor pitting. Has light water wear in
pump housing. Has minor pits on hose fittings. Ready to install. Made in USA. Very nice with
little to no pitting. Has a few pits on the large hose bib, but will work fine. Very nice condition
with no issues. New Reproduction by Ames Performance. GM Part Excellent condition with no
issues. New Quality Reproduction by Ames Performance. New Ames Performance stainless
reproduction. New GM. New stainless reproduction. Has no hole for valve cover vent tube. Has
surface rust. Has hole for valve cover vent tube. Non A. For cars with A. Missing the lid. Lid is
pitted, snorkel has a small dent. Chrome lid is pitted. Minor damage on one snorkel. Great
condition with some light surface rust. Also fits LeMans with Olds. Off of running engine.
Removed from a Grand Ville. Correct for cars with the Pontiac V8 engine. Great condition with
ugly peeling paint. Correct for cars with the Olds V8 engine. Removed from a Firebird with built
V8 engine. Should be the same for Nice condition, some surface rust. Great condition with
pitted lid. Evap canister included. Pair Firebird Formula 5. Also same for with V8. Has T detent
bracket. Same as but has no part number stamp. Has A-body T detent bracket. Has F-body T
detent bracket. Has T detent and cruise control brackets. Has cruise control bracket. Removed
from a GP. Fits all models. This is the most common one. Fits most models. Removed from a
California 4spd car. Needs more charcoal. Off of 4brl Car. No on carb. For ST auto. Great
condition, hard to find. Came in on non running engine. Nice condition, hard to find. California
emissions. Idle stop solenoid included. Some light surface rust on upper butterflies. For manual
trans only. Complete minus intake manifold. Also works on Great condition, tested and working.
No dings or rust. Great condition with some small dents. Has some small dents. It has some
minor dings. It has some very minor dings. Great condition with some outer rust pits. Great
condition with some minor dings and scratches. Baffle type. Has factory brazed repair. Great
condition, only a few minor dents. Non baffle type. Great condition with some minor dings. Not
dinged up. Nice condition, has minor dents. After years of selling Pontiac parts we have finally
put up for sale our collection of distributors listed by application and date code. Distributors
that are nothing special are sold at a discounted price and will work fine for most applications
while our rare and very hard to find distributors are priced to reflect their true collector value. I d

1997 f150 xlt

1998 toyota tacoma seat covers

2005 honda civic service manual

on't think that we will be adding to this list due to the scarcely of rare OEM Pontiac parts. If you
have a true collector car than you know that correct part numbers and date codes make all the
difference with the value and collectability of your car. Cast steel, fits Pontiac V8 engines.
Aluminum, fits Pontiac V8 engines. Date is hard to read. ST Transmission. All trans. Correct for
all transmissions. Can't read the numbers. No vacuum advance. Includes hold down. Can not
read the number. Should fit all Chevy V8 engines for several years. For points judged cars. May
have minor dings. This Page Is Current. Items on this page are featured in two ways. If an item
is listed with BLACK text then the image accompanying it is an actual image of the exact item
for sale. When an item is featured with BLUE text we have more than one of that item in our
inventory, so the image accompanying the item is an image of an item like the one that is for
sale in similar condition, just not the exact item.

